COVID-19 Vaccination
The Boardwalk Clinic
435 The Boardwalk, Medical Centre 2, Suite 106, Waterloo, Ontario N2T 0C2

Free parking is available on the north side closest to the entrance. Look for the water tower.

On appointment day
- If you have symptoms of COVID-19, you should not attend the clinic.
- Take your medication and eat your meals as usual.
- Do not wear any scented products.
- Wear a loose-fitting top so that the health care provider can easily access your arm.
- Do not arrive more than 10 minutes before your appointment.
- Even with an appointment, you may have to wait.
- Please allow a one hour window to complete the full vaccination process.

What to bring
- Your health card and employee identification (e.g. health care workers)
- If you do not have a valid health card, please bring an alternate piece of identification. This can be anything that confirms your identity and has a number/code assigned to it.

By appointment only. No walk-ins accepted.

If you need to use transit to get your scheduled vaccine, please visit grt.ca/clinics for all current route information.

Talk to a real person 24/7 in over 200 languages: 519-575-4400
Deaf and hard of hearing (TTY): 519-575-4608
regionofwaterloo.ca/COVID19vaccine
#TeamVaccineWR